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Some Applications of Understanding of Transient Fuel Failure
Mechanisms in Design and Licensing of LMFHRs

L. W. Ueitrich

I. Introduction

In this paper, some of the applications of fuel failure technology in

design and licensing efforts are discussed. Such applications are very

numerous and diverse, ranging from fuel design for steady-state operation,

through analysis of off-normal conditions and assessment of their impact

on fuel lifetime, to various hypothetical accident analyses of which fuel

failure is an essential element. Most transient fuel failure analysis has

been directed towards the accident analysis applications, since fuel fail-

ure mechanisms are an important part of the analysis of both transient

overpower and loss-of-flow accidents. The tools can be applied to the less

severe off-normal conditions provided th,-.t certain effects potentially

important in slow transients are considered. Another interesting applica-

tion is to design of inherently safe fuel elements for future reactors.

The basic problem in such a design is to optimize those effects tending to

promote fuel expansion while assuring that premature fuel failure does not

occur. An understanding of transient fuel failure mechanisms and fuel motion

is required.

II. Fuel Failure in Transient Overpower Accidents

Prediction of the timing, location, and nature of cladding failure is

an essential part of the analysis of reactor response to overpower excur-

sions. Parameter studies for the FTR reactor lead to the conclusion that

the axial location of cladding failure is the parameter of greatest interest

in calculation of reactivity feedback from molten fuel motion.1 The second

most sensitive parameter is the sodium void worth. The combination of
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coherent midplane failures and the voiding resulting from fuel-coolant

interaction was found to lead to a prompt-critical excursion.

An early analysis of the unprotected transient overpower accident in

the SNR-300 reactor2 illustrated the importance of fuel pin failure thres-

hold by assuming a fixed (midplane) failure location and varying the

fuel temperature at failure. Other parameters varied included the fraction

of fuel leaving the pin, the fuel particle size (which determines the rate

of fuel motion), and whether fuel motion feedback was allowed. The results

were found to be sensitive to the threshold of failure, particle size, and

amount of fuel taking part in FCI.

A more recent analysis of the unprotected transient overpower accident

in the SNR-300 reactor, using the SAS3A code3 also shows a high degree of

sensitivity of the result to failure criterion. In this study, all channels

were assumed to experience failure near the peak power node for a 100-day

exposure core. Prompt criticality and finally disassembly conditions were

predicted. For the equilibrium core, two failure criteria, rupture strain

and burst pressure,1* were applied. Using the strain criterion and a

separate DEFORM-II5 analysis, failure was predicted to occur first in

234-day fuel at MD.75 relative height, while failure of 117-day fuel was pre-

dicted later and slightly above the midplane. Low internal pressures at

failure led to mild FCI, little voiding of the core, and generally benign

results. However, stable, subcritical, coolable geometry was not achieved.

The burst pressure criterion led to failure prediction slightly above the

midplane in all channels «ith high cavity pressures and melt fractions. A

strong FCI produced rapid voiding and high reactivity insertion rates.

Core disassembly could have been calculated for a given set of assumptions

regarding fuel sweepout.



Another recent study of the SNR--300 reactor6 using the HOPE code7

demonstrates a similar sensitivity of the accident course to pin failure

location. Of the cases considered in which pin failure was forced to

occur at the midplane or below, all but one case resulted in loss of struc-

tural integrity with disassembly likely. The one exception was a ramp

insertion of lOc/sec with 2% burnup fuel, which led to shutdown with core

integrity maintained. In contrast, cases were run in which the code was

allowed to predict failure using a model In which failure is based on

elasto-plastic cladding deformation in response to loading from fuel-pin

cavity pressure transmitted through strengthless fuel. Only one of these

cases led to disassembly, although two others predicted prompt criticality

prior to shutdown. In these cases, failure was predicted above the core

midplane, with the actual location being sensitive to input ramp rate and

pin operating power. It is concluded that: failure location is of great

importance.

An area which has not been investigated is the response of intact

fuel pins in one part of a core when subjected to a power excursion resul-

ting from sodium voiding, cladding, or fuel relocation in another part of

the core during a loss-of-flow accident. These intact pins are experiencing

a power transient much the same as in the classical TOP accident, except

that the initial condition is different and full cooling is not maintained.

One analysis8 has estimated the ramp ::ate to be between ̂ 1 and ̂ 5$/sec. The

phenomenology of failure in this situation may have some very interesting

features since fuel temperature gradients are lower, cladding temperatures

higher, and flow rates less than in the TOP case. Some fuel may experi-

ence the transient just as cladding loses most of its strength or even



meltsi behavior in this situation should have features of both cladding-

constrained and cladding-free response.

It should be emphasized at this juncture that our present understanding

of fuel pin failure in transient overpower accidents leads to the conclusion

that pins will fail above the midplane.9 While the data base is not exten-

sive, there is no indication that midplane failures are likely. Furthermore,

most analytical results also predict failure above the midplane, although

the predictions are somewhat dependent on the particular model, failure

criterion, and mect^nical properties used. The importance of fuel failure

mechanisms in accident evaluation is clear. Due to the high degree of

sensitivity to failure location, it seems logical to attack this problem

first. However, it is probably not possible to separate location of failure

in any meaningful way from the overall problem of failure threshold. A

more complete analytical- and experimental-based understanding of fuel fail-

ure mechanisms is needed, including as many of the fundamental and interac-

tive effects as possible, in ordar to cover the whole spectrum of ramp rate,

initial conditions, fuel character, and cladding character which may be

encountered in an accident analysis. Fuel failure mechanisms during power

excursions will be an important area of research for some time to come.

III. Fuel Failure in Loss-of-flow Accidents

In analysis of the loss-of-flow-without-scram accident, fuel pin

failure mechanisms may enter in several ways. First, cladding failure and

the resulting release of fission product gases may be of significance in

the voiding and subsequent power excursion and/or cladding motion. In

addition, cladding motion following melting is of significance in reactivity

feedback and formation of plugs at the ends of the heated length. These

plugs will influence the fuel motion occurring later in the accident sequence.



Our present understanding of the cladding motion is that it is primarily

hydrodynamic in nature, with possible influence of fission gases being

released from the fuel.10 Detailed discussion of cladding motion is

beyond the scope of the present paper. Another way in which fuel failure

mechanisms enter the loss-of-flow accident analysis is in consideration of

fuel slumping after cladding constraint is removed. Depending on the

details of the situation, the timing of fuel pin breakup and beginning of

motion may be important, and the direction and rate of motion following

failure is crucial to the course of the accident.

One finds that cladding failure and fission gas release is not a

particularly important aspect of the LOF accident in the FTR. However,

cladding failure may be more important under conditions encountered in

larger reactors. In the loss-of-flow phenomenology, cladding is thought

to be loaded by gas pressure resulting from fill gas, sorbed gas, and

accumulated fission-product gases or vapors. Fuel-cladding mechanical

interaction would occur only if extensive transient swelling of the fuel

were realized. The consequence of cladding failure is release of gas or

vapor into the channel with potential effects on coolant voiding. An

analysis of this effect has been reported for the CRBR demonstration reactor.

In this study, gas was assumed to be released from a plenum at ̂ 120 atm

initial pressure through a gap having a thickness of 1.7 x 10~3 cm to a

breach at the top of the core. Assuming a initial coolant velocity of

230 cm/sec (pump coastdown), it was found that simultaneous failure of

more than 140 pins in a subassembly was required to produce flow reversal.

Such release would modify the boiling inception and voiding dynamics

during a loss-of-flow accident. An analysis which includes the effects of

fission gas release for the SNR-300 reactor is given in Ref. 12. In this

case, gas release occurs prior to boiling and causes a power increase but



does not result in prompt criticality. However, voiding eventually does

lead to prompt criticality and then to reactor disassembly.

Extending the definition of fuel failure to include loss of integrity

of fuel columns after cladding removal leads one to consideration of

slumping during loss-of-flow accidents. For this accident in the FTR,

there is little reactivity change associated with coolant voiding or

cladding relocation, so that fuel melting and slumping is necessary to

initiate power excursions. The ramp rates associated with slumping depend

on the rate of fuel compaction, so that if compaction is slow, energy

release is minimized. Current understanding of the initiating phases of the

FTR loss-of-flow accident based on SAS3A13 calculations is that fuel

slumping leads to c mild power excursion which reaches a power level of

about 20 times normal (in the base case), before being terminated after

several hundred milliseconds by negative reactivity feedbacks. The results

of the many parametric cases run were qualitatively the same, with mild

neutronics bursts induced by fuel slumping and terminated by a combination

of negative effects. In all cases, the results indicated a progression

towards full core involvement. Cases were run to study early termination,

with results indicating whole-core involvement. Similarly, early disas-

sembly was not indicated due to negative sodium voiding reactivity, the

limited degree to which fuel can compact under gravity in the presence of

gas and vapor dispersal pressures, and strong negative Doppler and axial

expansion feedbacks.. In analysis of the larger SNR-300 reactor,12 two

cases were considered^ using an older version of the SAS code system. For

the fresh core, prompt criticality is first attained prior to fuel slumping,

but the excursion is turned by Doppler feedback and voiding in the outer

core regions. However, fuel slumping begins very shortly thereafter and



drives the core back super-prompt-critical within about 50 msec. At the

beginning of disassembly, the reactivity ramp is about 25$/sec, contributed

largely by fuel slumping. For the equilibrium core, the reactor is already

super-prompt-critical before slumping, and only the beginning of the

slumping event contributes to the power excursion. Superposition of all

reactivity effects leads to a ramp of about 25$/sec at beginning of dis-

assembly. Some loss-of-flow cases for the CRBR show a long time between

cladding melting and fuel melting,11* so that the details of slumping would

be expected to be important in these cases.

Present experimental evidence from in-reactor tests of fuel behavior

under simulated loss-of-flow heating conditions indicates that irradiated

fuel may not undergo gross slumping at all and that the dominant fuel motion

is dispersive.10 Slumping of fresh fuel, probably due initially to collapse

of pellet columns, has been observed.10'15 Laboratory experiments on fresh

and irradiated fuel samples1e~19 show a high degree of structural integrity

of solid fuel shells surrounding molten cores, although direct application

is uncertain due to nonprototypic radial temperature distributions.

We see that, although the details of the accident case may influence

the degree, fuel failure and slumping is of importance in loss-of-flow

accident analysis. Both cladding failure with gas release and loss of

fuel column integrity are important. As with overpower fuel failure,

behavior of unclad fuel stacks and their response to power transients is

likely to be an active research area for some time.

IV. Applications to Off-normal Transients

In addition to the interest in fuel failure mechanisms in connection

with hypothetical accidents, the designer, safety analyst, and licensing

authority have a considerable interest in reactor behavior during off-normal

transients. These off-normal events may include those resulting from
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initiators ranging in severity up to those constituting the plant protective

system design basis. In general, the methods used for analysis of fuel

performance during steady-state, such as the LIFE-II code,20 are only

suitable for transients having long characteristic times. The accident '

analysis tools are more suitable for the rapid, terminated transients. ;

Thus, the understanding of transient fuel failure mechanisms developed for

accident analysis should find application in this aspect of design. Of

course, one must exercise due caution in applying tools developed with one

set of conditions in mind to a quite different set of conditions.

V. Applications to Inherently Safe Fuel Design

Inherently safe fuel design is another area of application of under-

standing of fuel failure mechanisms. The objective in this design effort

is to take advantage of certain features of the transient behavior of fuel

to provide early termination or mitigation of consequences of accident

transients without intervention of active shutdown systems. Preliminary

analysis of inherently safe design concepts have been reported21 with

emphasis on transient overpower accidents. The designs examined in this

study are based on axial motion of solid or molten fuel within the cladding

acting to remove reactivity during an accident. ;

In the solid fuel cases examined, the attempt was to use the large ?

forces generated by thermal expansion to force fuel out of the core down- 5

wards into a plenum by breaking a support which is rigid under normal •;

conditions. Cracking and fission-gas-induced swelling will complicate the •<

assessment. It is pointed out that several important effects must be i

included: radial fuel expansion, leading to fuel-cladding mechanical '

interaction and resistance to axial motion, cladding failure, yielding of ;

the fuel which will relieve axial stresses, and collapse strength of the %

support. Except for the last, all of the above are matters of importance |

I.



In fuel failure assessment, and the application of fuel failure technology

in this area is clear.

Axial motion of molten can also be exploited to give negative reactivity

contributions. It is suggested21 that axial motion can occur if melting is

sufficient to open up a path through which fuel can move. Such motion has

been observed experimentally with fresh fuel pins in tests H222 and EA2?-

and in GE tests of irradiated fuel pins.23 Success of this approach hinges

on the extent of axial motion, its permanence, and on maintaining integrity

of cladding until sufficient motion occurs to result in shutdown. Thus,

the importance of fuel failure technology is again illustrated.

The area of inherently safe fuel design is very broad in scope. Only

the surface of a limited part has been discussed here. However, in all

the concepts, it is necessary to ensure that sufficient reactivity removal

can be attained before cladding failure takes place, so that maintenance

of coolable geometry is assured. In this evaluation, knowledge of failure

mechanisms and ability to predict failure is essential to evaluation of

the design concept.
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Some Applications of. Understanding of Transient Fuel Failure
Mechanisms in Design and Licensing of LMFBRs

L. W. Deitrich

I. Introduction

In this paper, some of the applications of fusl failure technology in

design and licensing efforts are discussed. Such applications are very

numerous and diverse, ranging from fuel design for steady-state operation,

through analysis of off-normal conditions and assessment of their impact

on fuel lifetime, to various hypothetical accident analyses of which fuel

failure is an essential element. Most transient fuel failure analysis has

been directed towards the accident analysis applications, since fuel fail-

ure mechanisms are an important part of the analysis of both transient

overpower and loss-of-flow accidents. The tools can be applied to the less

severe off-normal conditions provided that certain effects potentially

important in slow transients are considered. Another interesting applica-

tion is to design of inherently safe fuel elements for future reactors.

The basic problem in such a design is to optimize those effects tending to

promote fuel expansion while assuring that premature fuel failure does not

occur. An understanding of transient fuel failure mechanisms and fuel motion

is required.

II. Fuel Failure in Transient Overpower Accidents

Prediction of the timing, location, and nature of cladding failure is

an essential part of the analysis of reactor response to overpower excur-

sions. Parameter studies for the FTR reactor lead to the conclusion that

the axial location of cladding failure is the parameter of greatest interest

in calculation of reactivity feedback from molten fuel motion.1 The second

most sensitive parameter is the sodium void worth. The combination of



coherent midplane failures and the voiding resulting from fuel-coolant

interaction was found to lead to a prompt-critical excursion.

An early analysis of the unprotected transient overpower accident in

the SNR-300 reactor2 illustrated the importance of fuel pin failure thres-

hold by assuming a fixed (midplane) failure location and varying the

fuel temperature at failure. Other parameters varied included the fraction

of fuel leaving the pin, the fuel particle size (which determines the rate

of fuel motion), and whether fuel motion feedback was allowed. The results

were found to be sensitive to the threshold of failure, particle size, and

amount of fuel taking part in FCI.

A more recent analysis of the unprotected transient overpower accident

in the SNR-300 reactor, using the SAS3A code3 also shows a high degree of

sensitivity of the result to failure criterion. In this study, all channels

were assumed to experience failure near the peak power node for a 100-day

exposure core. Prompt criticality and finally disassembly conditions were

predicted. For the equilibrium core, two failure criteria, rupture strain

and burst pressure,1* were applied. Using the strain criterion and a

separate DEFORM-II5 analysis, failure was predicted to occur first in

234-day fuel at M3.75 relative height, while failure of 117-day fuel was pre-

dicted later and slightly above the midplane. Low internal pressures at

failure led to mild FCI, little voiding of the core, and generally benign

results. However, stable, subcritical, coolable geometry was not achieved.

The burst pressure criterion led to failure prediction slightly above tbe

midplane in all channels with high cavity pressures and melt fractions. A

strong FCI produced rapid voiding and high reactivity insertion rates.

Core disassembly could have been calculated for a given set of assumptions

regarding fuel sweepout.



Another recent study of the SNR-300 reiaictor6 using the HOPE code7

demonstrates a similar sensitivity of the accident course to pin failure

location. Of the cases considered in which pin failure was forced to

occur at the midplane or below, all but one case resulted in loss of struc-

tural integrity with disassembly likely, The one exception was a ramp

insertion of lQc/sec with 2% burnup fuel, which led to shutdown with core

integrity maintained. In contrast, casas were run in which the code was

allowed to predict failure using a model in which failure is based on

elasto-plastic cladding deformation in response to loading from fuel-pin

cavity pressure transmitted through strengthless fuel. Only one of these

cases led to disassembly, although two others predicted prompt criticality

prior to shutdown. In these cases, failure was predicted above the core

midplane, with the actual location being sensitive to input ramp rate and

pin operating power. It is concluded that failure location is of great

importance.

An area which has not been investigated is the response of intact

fuel pins in one part of a core when subjected to a power excursion resul-

ting from sodium voiding, cladding, or fuel relocation in another part of

the core during a loss-of-flow accident. These intact pins are experiencing

a power transient much the same as in the classical TOP accident, except

that the initial condition is different and full cooling is not maintained.

One analysis8 has estimated the ramp rate to be between ̂ 1 and ̂ 5$/sec. The

phenomenology of failure in this situation may have some very interesting

features since fuel temperature gradients are lower, cladding temperatures

higher, and flow rates less than in the TOP case. Some fuel may experi-

ence the transient just as cladding loses most of its strength or even



melts; behavior in this situation should have features of both cladding-

constrained and cladding-free response.

It should be emphasized at this juncture that our present understanding

of fuel pin failure in transient overpower accidents leads to the conclusion

that pins will fail above the midplane.9 While the data base is not exten-

sive, there is no indication that midplane failures are likely. Furthermore,

most analytical results also predict failure above the midplane, although

the predictions are somewhat dependent on the particular model, failure

criterion, and mechanical properties used. The importance of fuel failure

mechanisms in accident evaluation is clear. Due to the high degree of

-•ensitivity to failure location, it seems logical to attack this problem

first. However, it is probably not possible to separate location of failure

in any meaningful way from the overall problem of failure threshold. A

more complete analytical- and experimental-based understanding of fuel fail-

ure mechanisms is needed, including as many of the fundamental and interac-

tive effects as possible, in order to cover the whole spectrum of ramp rate,

initial conditions, fuel character, and cladding character which may be

encountered in an accident analysis. Fuel failure mechanisms during power

excursions will be an important area of research for some time to come.

III. Fuel Failure in Loss-of-flow Accidents

In analysis of the loss-of-flow-without-scram accident, fuel pin

failure mechanisms may enter in several ways. First, cladding failure and

the resulting release of fission product gases may be of significance in

the voiding and subsequent power excursion and/or cladding motion. In

addition, cladding motion following melting is of significance in reactivity

feedback and formation of plugs at the ends of the heated length. These

plugs will influence the fuel motion occurring later in the accident sequence.



Our present uaderstandlng of the cladding motion is that it is primarily

hydrodynamic in nature, with possible influence of fission gases being

released from the fuel.10 Detailed discussion of cladding motion is

beyond the scope of the present paper. Another way in which fuel failure

mechanisms enter the loss-of-flow accident analysis is in consideration of

fuel slumping after cladding constraint is removed. Depending on the

details of the situation, the timing of fuel pin breakup and beginning of

motion may be important, and the direction and rate of motion following

failure is crucial to the course of the accident.

One finds that cladding failure and fission gas release is not a

particularly important aspect of the LOF accident in the FTR. However,

cladding failure may be more important under conditions encountered in

larger reactors. In the loss-of-flow phenomenology, cladding is thought

to be loaded by gas pressure resulting from fill gas, sorbed gas, and

accumulated fission-product gases or vapors. Fuel-cladding mechanical

interaction would occur only if extensive transient swelling of the fuel

were realized. The consequence of cladding failure is release of gas or

vapor into the channel with potential effects on coolant voiding. An

analysis of this effect has been reported for the CRBR demonstration reactor.

In this study, gas was assumed to be released from a plenum at ̂ 120 atm

initial pressure through a gap having a thickness of 1.7 x 10"3 cm to a

breach at the top of the core. Assuming a initial coolant velocity of

230 cm/sac (pump coastdown), it was found that simultaneous failure of

more than 140 pins in a subassembly was required to produce flow reversal.

Such release would modify the boiling inception and voiding dynamics

during a loss-of-flow accident. An analysis which includes the effects of

fission gas release for the SNR-300 reactor is given in Ref. 12. In this

case, gas release occurs prior to boiling and causes a power increase but



does not result in prompt criticality. However, voiding eventually does

lead to prompt criticality and then to reactor disassembly.

Extending the definition of fuel failure to include loss of integrity

of fuel columns after cladding removal leads one to consideration of

slumping during loss-of-flow accidents. For this accident in the FTR,

there is little reactivity change associated with coolant voiding or

cladding relocation, so that fuel melting and slumping is necessary to

initiate power excursions. The ramp rates associated with slumping depend

on the rate of fuel compaction, so that if compaction is slow, energy

release is minimized. Current understanding of the initiating phases of the

FTR loss-of-flow accident based on SAS3A13 calculations is that fuel

slumping leads to a mild power excursion which reaches a power level of

about 20 times normal (in the base case), before being terminated after

several hundred milliseconds by negative reactivity feedbacks. The results

of the many parametric cases run were qualitatively the same, with mild

neutronics bursts induced by fuel slumping and terminated by a combination

of negative effects. In all cases, the results indicated a progression

towards full core involvement. Cases were run to study early termination,

with results indicating whole-core involvement. Similarly, early disas-

sembly was not indicated due to negative sodium voiding reactivity, the

limited degree to which fuel can compact under gravity in the presence of

gas and vapor dispersal pressures, and strong negative Doppler and axial

expansion feedbacks.. In analysis of the larger SNR-300 reactor,12 two

cases were considered, using an older version of the SAS code system. For

the fresh core, prompt criticality is first attained prior to fuel slumping,

but the excursion is turned by Doppler feedback and voiding in the outer

core regions. However, fuel slumping begins very shortly thereafter and



drives the core back super-prorapt-critical within about 50 msec. At the

beginning of disassembly, the reactivity ramp is about 25$/sac, contributed

largely by fuel slumping. For the equilibrium core, the reactor is already

super-prompt-critical before slumping, and only the beginning of the

slumping event contributes to the power excursion. Superposition of all

reactivity effects leads to a ramp of about 25$/sec at beginning of dis-

assembly. Some loss-of-flow cases for the CRBR show a long time between

cladding melting and fuel melting,11* so that the details of slumping would

be expected to be important in these cases.

Present experimental evidence from in-reactor tests of fuel behavior

under simulated loss-of-flow heating conditions indicates that irradiated

fuel may not undergo gross slumping at all and that the dominant fuel motion

is dispersive.10 Slumping of fresh fuel, probably due initially to collapse

of pellet columns, has been observed.10*15 Laboratory experiments on fresh

and irradiated fuel samples1 e~19 show a high degree of structural integrity

of solid fuel shells surrounding molten cores, although direct application

is uncertain due to nonprototypic radial temperature distributions.

We see that, although the details of the accident case may influence

the degree, fuel failure and slumping is of importance in loss-of-flow

accident analysis. Both cladding failure with gas release and loss of

fuel column integrity are important. As with overpower fuel failure,

behavior of unclad fuel stacks and their response to power transients is

likely to be an active research area for some time.

IV. Applications to Off-normal Transients

In addition to the interest in fuel failure mechanisms in connection

with hypothetical accidents, the designer, safety analyst, and licensing

authority have a considerable interest in reactor behavior during off-normal

transients. These off-normal events may include those resulting from



initiators ranging in severity up to those constituting the plant protective

system design basis. In general, the methods used for analysis of fuel

performance during steady-state, such as the LIFE-II code,20 are only

suitable for transients having long characteristic times. The accident

analysis tools are more suitable for the rapid, terminated transients.

Ihus, the understanding of transient fuel failure mechanisms developed for

accident analysis should find application in this aspect of design. Of

course, one must exercise due caution in applying tools developed with one

set of conditions in mind to a quite different set of conditions.

V. Applications to Inherently Safe Fuel Design

Inherently safe fuel design is another area of application of under-

standing of fuel failure mechanisms. The objective in this design effort

is to take advantage of certain features of the transient behavior of fuel

to provide early termination or mitigation of consequences of accident

transients without intervention of active shutdown systems. Preliminary

analysis of inherently safe design concepts have been reported^1 with

emphasis on transient overpower accidents. The designs examined in this

study are based on axial motion of solid or molten fuel within the cladding

acting to remove reactivity during an accident.

In the solid fuel cases examined, the attempt was to use the large

forces generated by thermal expansion to force fuel out of the core down-

wards into a plenum by breaking a support which is rigid under normal

conditions. Cracking and fission-gas-induced swelling will complicate the

assessment. It is pointed out that several important effects must be

included: radial fuel expansion, leading to fuel-cladding mechanical

interaction and resistance to axial motion, cladding failure, yielding of

the fuel which will relieve axial stresses, and collapse strength of the

support. Except for the last, all of the above are matters of importance

I,



in fuel failure assessment,, and the application of fuel failure technology

in this area is clear.

Axial motion of molten can also be exploited to give negative reactivity

contributions. It is suggested21 that axial motion can occur if melting is

sufficient to open up a path through which fuel can move. Such motion has

been observed experimentally with fresh fuel pins in tests H222 and E422

and in GE tests of irradiated fuel pins.23 Success of this approach hinges

on the extent of axial motion, its permanence, and on maintaining integrity

of cladding until sufficient motion occurs to result in shutdown. Thus,

the importance of fuel failure technology is again illustrated.

The area of inherently safe fuel design is very broad in scope. Only

the surface of a limited part has been discussed here. However, in all

the concepts, it is necessary to ensure that sufficient reactivity removal

can be attained before cladding failure takes place, so that maintenance

of coolable geometry is assured* In this evaluation, knowledge of failure

mechanisms and ability to predict failure is essential to evaluation ot

the design concept.
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